
         
Jewish Studies Program — Fall 2013 Courses 

  
FYSM 142.01 and FYSM 142.02 Understanding Israel  
Joshua Shanes   TR 10:50am-12:05pm and TR 12:15-1:30pm      
     Jewish Studies Center, Levin Library (Room 209) 
This course will first introduce students to the history of Israel from the birth of modern Zionism through today.  We will then focus closely 
on the contentious issues in contemporary Israeli society:  political dynamics, religious-secular tensions, immigration and refugees, internal 
ethnic conflicts, military culture, the role of women, and of course Israel’s prolonged conflict with the Palestinians and Arab states. Only 
open to freshmen. 
 
FYSM 142.03    Children and the Holocaust  
Ted Rosengarten   MW 4:00-5:15pm    
     Jewish Studies Center, Levin Library (Room 209) 
Why did Nazi Germany target Jewish children with such special ferocity?  A small number escaped or were rescued and lived to write their 
recollections which are just now surfacing.  The ordeal of non-Jewish children in war-time Europe—German, Polish, Ukrainian—a story 
long buried in silence, is also finding a voice in film and literature today.  This seminar will investigate the experiences of children who were 
swept up in the “Final Solution” and ask questions they might have asked about the world that produced the catastrophe whose meaning 
eludes us still. Only open to freshmen. 
 
HBRW 101.01    Elementary Modern Hebrew    
Oren Segal    MWF 11:00-11:50am and M 9:00-9:50am 
 Jewish Studies Center, Levin Library (Room 209) 
An introduction of fundamental language structures with emphasis on acquisition of basic language skills: reading and listening 
comprehension, oral and written expression, including speaking. No prerequisite. 
 
HBRW 201.01    Intermediate Modern Hebrew    
Oren Segal         MWF 10:00-10:50am and W 9:00-9:50am 
     Jewish Studies Center, Levin Library (Room 209) 
The object of this course is the development of basic proficiency through practice in the use of basic language skills                                               
emphasized in previous courses, and the acquisition of new vocabulary. Prerequisite: HBRW 101& 102. 
 
HBRW 313.01    Advanced Modern Hebrew: Conversation and Composition    
Oren Segal    MW 3:30-4:45pm  
     Jewish Studies Center, Arnold Hall (Room 100) 
The goal of Hebrew 313 is to facilitate students in developing communicative competence in Hebrew and a deeper understanding of 
modern Israeli culture. This course is designed for students who have completed successfully Hebrew 202 or its equivalent.  
 
JWST 210.01 and JWST 210.02 Jewish History I: Ancient to Modern 
David Slucki    TR 9:25-10:40am and TR 10:50 am-12:05pm   
     Jewish Studies Center, Arnold Hall (Room 100) 
A survey of the social, economic, religious and political experience of the Jewish people in the pre-modern world (from biblical origins 
through 1700) The course begins its focus just before the before and after the destruction of the second Temple   (70 C.E.), continue 
through the medieval period - paying equal attention to the Jewish experience in the Christian and Moslem worlds - and end in the 
seventeenth century, in northwestern Europe, where the transformations of Jewish life in   the modern era were already beginning. 
 
JWST 300.01    Special Topics: Israeli Culture 
Oren Segal    MW 3:30-4:45pm  
     Jewish Studies Center, Arnold Hall (Room 100) 
This course is a study of Israeli culture in the historical context of Zionism and Judaism, the establishment of the State, its ethnic, gender, 
and sexual diversity, the Holocaust, and the continued Palestinian-Israeli conflict. Analyzing major Israeli novels, short stories, poems, 
films, and art, we will explore the intensity of the place, its trends throughout history, and see how writers, filmmakers, and artists respond 
both to the dreams and the reality of modern Israel. 
 
JWST 310.01    Topics in Jewish History: Jews in the Post-World War II World 
David Slucki    TR 1:40pm-2:55pm  
     Jewish Studies Center, Levin Library (Room 209) 
This course provides a survey of the development of Jewish life around the world since the Holocaust. Beginning with an introduction to the 
Jewish world in the immediate post-Holocaust period, this course will be a tour through some of the Jewish centers as they developed in 
the wake of World War II. Topics include memory and justice after the Holocaust, changing demographics, the transformation of Jewish 
identity, and the relationships between Jewish communities around the world.  
 
JWST 325.01    Jewish Mysticism 
Joshua Shanes   MW 2:00pm-3:15pm 
     Jewish Studies Center, Levin Library (Room 209) 
A study of the major forms of Jewish mysticism, particularly Kabbalah – the dominant expression of Jewish mysticism since the 13th 
century – and its modern manifestations in the Hasidic movement.  Readings include both secondary and primary sources, in English 
translation.              
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